Abstract
Introduction
The following material is intended to explain what the term means 'euroisation economy' as is unofficial cash rate of substitution to date and the possibility of using the euro as national currency. Given that developing countries like Albania currency, outside banks is high and a good part of the transactions carried out in cash, is the fact that today not all transactions are conducted in the local currency money, but find the use of foreign currencies in which the weight greater voice euro. In a world that is going more and more towards globalization, has become an irreplaceable need in the region to speak the same language, and the same currency used in commercial exchanges for whole Europe. The charts below depicts the level of crediting in domestic money, compared to the level of crediting of Euro:
Costs that would place the burden of euro entry are:
1. The same rate of interest -the necessary acceptance rate of interest by not having a choice of a lower rate, to obtain a loan. 2. The trend for increasing the rate of inflation, this trend can be thought of a slight increase that may undergo commodity prices. 3. The loss of a part of our national sovereignty-currency has its history and for the Albanians will be less difficult adjustment to another currency. 4. Impact on import-export exchange rate fluctuations compared to neighboring countries hinder this relationship because there will be losers and winners from one side to another. 5. foreign currency borrowing -cost loan becomes high mainly for businesses who are the biggest borrower. 6. Euroisation official economy means giving up the use of the country's money, and instead use the new European currency, euro, one of the main currencies (the second after the dollar) that is used in international transactions. In this way, the European Central Bank expects that applicants meet the four criteria it controls as mentioned above.
What does euroizim official economy mean?
1. Secure public finances 2. Low interest exchange 3. Stable exchange rate 4. Inflation, which should not be more than 1.5% higher than the average of the best three countries of the European Union which are Germany, France and Italy (developed countries, parts of Western Europe). Giving up the national currency and the introduction of the currency of a foreign country, a strong currency and its main role in international transactions, is not a new invention. More than 50 European and African countries have linked their currencies to the euro, or basket of currencies, where euro is the main currency. Even many of the countries in the Balkans have given the euro exclusive status.
Internal domestic conditions that lead Albania to euroism.
The realities of these transition years have witnessed a growing preference to use by citizens of the European currency and the U.S. dollar, which, to a certain extent, has led to a partial euroizim economy. Currency substitution occurs when assets dominated in foreign currencies are used as means of payment, and replacement of assets occurs when assets denominated in foreign currencies are used as a means of preserving value.
As an indicator to measure the degree of substitution of currency used in the ratio of deposits to foreign currency monetary aggregate M1 (which includes only transactions of that money, so they realize the financial instruments exchange of goods at any time and without cost) While measuring replacement of assets used indicator appears as the ratio of foreign currency deposits to M2 monetary aggregate (which can otherwise called and broad money including the M1 and other forms of assets.
In our country, the replacement of the currency at the end of 2009 according to statistics published by the Bank in the figure is 51.3 percent. This percentage has increased over the years even more, which means that for every unit of the national currency, there is more than one foreign currency units. While the rate of replacement of assets at the end of 2009 stands at 24 percent. A significant portion of the population savings in foreign currencies circulating outside the banking system. Consequently, i have good reason to believe that the degree of currency substitution and wealth levels stay higher than reflected in the table above till 2009. However, even with these levels of official figures, the Albanian economy appear among those with the highest degree of monetary replacement.
Banks lend in domestic or foreign depending on the net balance of forces that are at work. On the other hand, lending in foreign currency will be more attractive the higher is the risk of depreciation, the higher is the guarantee placement and lower the cost of operation and financing of these loans.
On the other hand, the domestic currency lending will be more attractive as high as the bank's monopoly power over borrowers of traded goods, the lower is the probability of depreciation and their effect on the failure of the loan and lower the cost of raising deposits and the management of loans in local currency.
External domestic conditions that lead Albania to euroism.
Entry of Albania into monetary union, means the beginning of the process of economic and political integration of the country into a secure and stable region. In this sense, euroisation could become a symbol of political and social integration in the EU, serving as a catalyst for rapid economic growth and employment of the Albanians.
Albania belongs to Europe not only in normative terms, but also economic. Having still a relatively high degree of openness to the world economy, and that further opening up to the levels of developed countries is an unavoidable fact, but a necessity to maintain high rates of economic growth.
Harmonization with EU structures should begin to be considered not only in terms of legislation and institutions, but also to fiscal and monetary policies. Which means that monetary policy should be linked to monetary policy of the European Central Bank.
This means that the monetary policy of the European Union have effects on the country's monetary policy. Upon entry into monetary union by using the same currency, economic shocks sourced from exchange rates and interest rates, are eliminated. In addition, the process of economic integration in the monetary area tends to create economic and trade structure more similar.
Also considering that other countries of Central and Eastern Europe that aspire to EU membership, but the Balkan and have almost completely tied their currencies to the euro. While our country remains the only region among groups that de jure system has a fully floating currency exchange rates and related with any strong currency (euro or dollar).
In the perspectives of a greater integration of trade customs, currency Albanian lek would constitute the greatest source of risk to economic agents operating in the region, placing our country in the most unfavorable position. In a long term perspective of EU membership, Albania will face action with:
• A rapid economic growth • exchange rate estimates • free movement of capitals. These factors are expected to lead to an increase in the current account deficit. Therefore the best solution in this case would be fast unilateral adoption of the euro as the national currency, even before they join the EU.
Loans
Those immediately affected by exchange rate fluctuations, in our case the rate EUR / ALL are individuals and businesses who currently peer obligation to repay a loan in this currency. Loans in euro constitute a substantial portion of the loan portfolio of commercial banks. Individuals affected by the change of the exchange rate are those who have a loan in euro and on the other hand have ALL income. Normally, to repay the monthly installments, these efforts must buy euro on the market. Variability makes it grow even though the cost of the loan installments may be the same high. So for example, in April 2010, according to Bank of Albania one euro bought an average of 138.5 lek, while a year later, in April 2011 so it has passed over 142 lek. To buy 100 euro in April 2010, it needed a borrower 138.5 lek, while in April 2011 14200 ALL it needed. The difference of 350 ALL caused only due to exchange rate fluctuation -could be excluded if the monetary system would be the same for the whole Europe. The difference in exchange rate, therefore the cost of credit, becomes large in the case of businesses, which have higher installments to repay. Businesses are the largest borrower in the banking system and currently the majority of loans are in euro. According to experts of our country most affected by this situation are those businesses that develop their activities in trade, as consumers buy in local currency and the goods they import from abroad, mainly paid in euro.
This allows the importer to spend much money to buy the amount Euro at the same terms and conditions, by disseminating the following consumer cost. The exchange rate is an important factor of price performance when dealing with markets that are mainly supplied by imports, as well as in Albania.
Exporters
Considering the case when the euro is expensive, this situation is suitable for this category of business as a money Poor favors more exports, increasingly bringing more revenue for companies. However, this preference applies to this level of the exchange rate EUR / ALL, as if the European currency even more expensive, even more will cost of living in the country by the workers to seek wage increases and it would become more and more expensive.
Market Survey (research department-Central Bank Of Albania)
Results obtained from surveys conducted with customers presented in the following graphs. This is done through the inclusion of two survey questions in the Consumer Confidence Index, prepared by the Department of Monetary Policy and Research Department. Purchases term which occupy 95 percent of the individual consumer, performed mainly in local currency.
Only 7.1 percent of respondents perform more than 10 percent of short-term costs in foreign currency. Although low, this figure shows the use of currencies and in everyday life. Report changes when it comes to long-term costs, where 27.9 percent of respondents performed more than 30 percent of spending on long-term foreign currency for example, buying a building, car purchase etc.
These figures demonstrate the openness of the economy to foreign currency long-term and short-term costs, not only as repositories of value.
So from the above graphs show how the use of currency occupies the largest percentage of long-term consumption as buildings, cars or real estate and the rest in the consumption of local currency carry this consumption has a slightly higher percentage based on the reliability of our currency, despite this consumers already know this currency and reluctant to invest with.
Conclusions:
1. Three basic characteristics of membership in a monetary union are:
First, membership in a monetary union means giving up monetary sovereignty. Monetary policies, strategies and instruments used, are European made. Second, monetary union is realized to time stability. Moving is a road that has no turning back. Rejection of such a decision would have a not calculative economic and political cost. Third, the euro area, differs from all other monetary areas, which usually defined as the area of a single sovereign state. Although they have a common monetary policy, member states pursue policies decentralized fiscal issues, such as the budget, taxation and social policies. This means that the country maintains independence in the design and implementation of fiscal policy and budget, but within a set of limitations set forth in the Treaty (such as the size of the budget deficit and total debt and restrictions on direct financing of the deficit by monetary authority). 2. The main implication introduces the realization of monetary union is that he sought a permanent economic convergence, in the sense that any particular country should be able to stand alongside other member countries on a permanent basis, without recourse to national monetary policy or changes in courses exchange. If you possess a uniform economic policy and taxation as well as a national budget that can support the most backward regions of the country and hence, eliminate excessive deviations in the economy, monetary and economic zone of the euro does not have such institutional instruments. Maintaining a permanent economic and monetary convergence within a decentralized European political system is based on two basic pillars First, each country support the competitiveness of the economy and his own Second, a willingness to persuade member states to permanently set the treaty rules. 3. But economic convergence does not imply economic uniformity.
First, it implies uniformity of economic structure. Even within a monetary union, there is room for different styles and economic traditions. Second, convergence does not imply uniform policy for the entire region. Rather decentralized monetary union requires that national policies to exercise their responsibilities for maintaining the competitive economic structures. Third, the convergence does not imply uniform and equal conditions of life and economic prosperity in all countries or regions participating. 4. The legal framework in which it operates monetary union could be favorable for countries and less developed regions and to help them to accelerate the process of growth in advanced countries. Participating countries must obey the rules set out specific aspects of economic policy. Given that the main sources of foreign cash entry fees are Albanian exports transfers from abroad and foreign currency loans granted can say that the benefits of the euro currency have to clear are currently circulating • Practical benefits to citizens.
• Unique market.
• Unique financial market.
• Macroeconomic Agreement.
• Europe's role in the world.
• European integration. 5. Entry into monetary union means the beginning of the process of economic and political integration of the country into a secure and stable region. In this sense, euroisation could become a symbol of political and social integration in the EU, serving as a catalyst for rapid economic growth and employment. Albania belongs to Europe not only in normative terms, but also economic. Having still a relatively high degree of openness to the world economy, and that further opening up to the levels of developed countries is an unavoidable fact, but a necessity to maintain high rates of economic growth. Harmonization with EU structures should begin to consider not only in terms of legislation and institutions, and fiscal and monetary policies, which means that monetary policy should be linked to monetary policy the European Central Bank. 6. In conclusion it can be said that as internal factors and external supports the idea of transition to using the euro or monetary policy linked to the euro. Also taking into account interest rates similar to those of European countries foreign currency deposits in Albania, it is logical that individual deposits decide where you work, thus avoiding the cost of performing the transfer. Moreover holding foreign currency deposits in Albania would not be very profitable, given the high interest rates on deposits in money. 7. From the results obtained from these paper note that since the customer Albanian has de facto become part of the European currency Euro in a way or another are now ready to do their part to use an even broader. There is a good portion of them that, do not agree because they think it will affect their investments, but also to neighboring countries was already using this chip will be easier to obtain benefits from their investments.
Recommendations
1. Adaptation of a stable foreign currency would bring greater credibility on the economy and financial system, interest rates would always tend downward, supporting non-inflationary growth and financial development help. Since three-quarters of the foreign commerce in Bangladesh held the euro zone. The new European currency would be closer to the possibility of replacing its domestic currency that our dollar. This suggests that, since monetary union would eliminate uncertainties in the exchange rate for the Albanian traders, trading within the monetary union, the euro currency would be more appropriate for Albania. While about 70 percent of foreign trade of the country is the euro zone. 2. Euroisation of Albanian economy would stimulate trade within the euro area, and to some extent will bring increased productivity, as Albanian producers in theory will have to discover and exploit new areas with the greatest advantage. 3. I think that for Albania, especially in this period of world crisis and the Balkans Albania is better to continue and maintain any year local currency and gradually come euroisation not many steps to accelerate because of the economy Euroisation means de facto, become part of a country's economic and monetary union with the euro area. 4. The main benefits if Albania was part of the European monetary union are:
a. Increasing the volume of foreign trade by reducing transaction costs. b. Credibility will win on the rate of inflation. 5. However in terms of personal opinion about this issue that I think that a good part of the Albanian people is already ready to use a currency other than that of the Albanian lek, and being that great desire to become part of the great family of the European Union , is closer day by day it will be inevitable.
